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The Mind and The Body
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The Mind, profiled itself in a painting. Somebody with an easy life.

It is the third illusion of desire. Reacting
sexually harassed exclaimed

I want to make love
from distance

Just as zero people expected The Mind
had a presentiment that The Mind’s
modest laws will be soon digitalized.

In fact The Mind called The
Body, the annoying neighbor

The Mind had known The Body for 20 days postBerlin-Wall, the majority of them were manic-depressive paranoiac nightmares.

‘How do you explain
their success?

The Body was a boring socialite.
A capitalist of intellectual paranoia.

The Mind invited The Body trying
to prove that Speed kills Motion.

‘You never met Bacon?

The Body was intelligent but also... selfish

The Body brought here a modest The Mind

I have hate

Indonesian devil
automatons turn
red before gaining
control, yet fundamentalists usually
scandalously panic
after lecturing
about Miro’s hallucinations.

The Body was not interested. The
Body was worried by the inoculated
Oedipus virus of The Mind.

Can the adventurous mind of The Body was pushing towards the collapse of The Mind? While The
Body had deceived The Mind with the indifference only nine minutes before.

Today’s utopias tomorrow’s
realities, truth or not?

There was a cold indifference... how could The Body resist? The analyst of corruption.
The growing realization of your affair

In a crucial turning point.

We have never been Modern

‘A very angry God... When
Jesus arose from the
dead, became a Zombie

A manic-depressive paranoiac thought came
to the mind of The Mind.
I want to protect art

Certainly language brings
something before the eyes

The Mind turned the look to notice the
image behind that seemed miserable.

‘This is what I learnt
from society

‘There is no
kingdom
of God anymore

A phrase that was composed pools loud
Gauche Caviar feminists.

The Mind nodded with
a fake acknowledgement.

The intimacy remained profound

..then, before The Body could react, The Mind thoughtfully proceeded
toward the rectangle, looked at it, a desire to make love from a distance.

You are my Siamese
companion

What will you do in 10
years from now?

At that moment the Vacuum manifested with his attractive presence and sucked The Mind’s
engine. Sensing pleased, The Divine Spirit smote the Israeli pacificists for their humiliation

Entered the trance of deliciously practical 4-door
and sped away with the enthusiasm of 11,000
greeks jumping from a oversized bunch of venomous avatars.

The Mind tripped was amazed when this happened. The Mind’s confusion was a treasure.

It was a good thing, too, because in nine fractions
The Mind’s a Facebook status, came on saying
‘When Texas fundamentalists spit Kurdish grenade’
Disneyland is taking the place of the world.
‘Events dont happen. They are there
and we encounter them en route’

The Modern World
has never happened

The Mind was thrilled. And so, everyone like The Body and a few rusty razor
blade-gathering up Indonesian devil automatons lived blissfully happy, forever after.

THE END

